The main topic of this paper is the investigation of the modes of interaction of globular clusters (GCs) moving in the inner part of a galaxy. This is tackled by means of high-resolution N-body simulations, whose first results are presented in this article. Our simulations dealt with young GCs that, being presumably more massive than the presently observed ones, decayed into the inner regions of triaxial galaxies on a time much shorter than their internal relaxation time.
Introduction
The study of the detailed structure and evolution of globular clusters (GCs) in galaxies is a modern astrophysical concern, which is particularly suitable for HST (Kundu et al. 1999) and for large ground-based telescopes (Gomez et al. 2001) . From a theoretical point of view it has been tackled in different ways. We just recall here the simplified and semianalytical approach of Ashman & Zepf (1997) and other studies (Aguilar et al. 1988; Gnedin & Ostriker 1997; Vesperini 2001 ) aiming at achieving a deeper understanding of the effects of the interaction of clusters with the galactic field. Interesting results on the survival of clusters in dependence on their initial conditions have been obtained by Gnedin & Ostriker (1997) .
It is known that, at least in elliptical galaxies, the most important processes causing the evolution of GCs are: i) the tidal interaction with the global field (Murali & Weinberg 1997) , ii) the impulsive interaction with a compact object in the galactic center (on much smaller length-scales), see Ostriker et al. (1989); Capuzzo Dolcetta (1993); Capuzzo Dolcetta & Tesseri (1997 and, mainly, iii) the dynamical friction (df) due to the field stars as firstly shown by Tremaine et al. (1975) and then generalised to the triaxial galaxies case by Pesce et al. (1992); Capuzzo Dolcetta (1993); Capuzzo Dolcetta & Vicari (2004) who ascertained that df plays a much more important role than what previously believed. Actually, Pesce et al. (1992) (hereafter PCV) and Capuzzo Dolcetta & Vicari (2004) showed that massive enough clusters have orbital decaying time of the order of a few 10 8 yr. The main motivation of our work is the study of the validity of an intriguing scenario that naturally emerges from all these considerations: the high efficiency of the df implies that many massive globular clusters decay rapidly to the inner galactic region where they interact closely with each other and with the galactic nucleus, eventually forming, through a merging process, a dense and massive super-cluster. This scenario, that requires an accurate modelization, has important implications both on the accretion of massive objects in the galactic center and on their radiative emission as AGN (see the discussion in Capuzzo Dolcetta (1993); Capuzzo Dolcetta & Vicari (2004) ).
Our main concern is to check whether or not the tidal distortion suffered by the GCs due to the halo and the bulge is non-destructive on the time-scale needed by df to dissipate the cluster orbital energy. The detailed numerical studies performed by Charlton & Laguna (1995) ; Nordquist et al. (1999) give encouraging support to this claiming. In this paper, we show the results of detailed N-body simulations that take into account df and two other concurrent effects: i) the tidal interaction of a GC with the overall galactic field and ii) the collision with another passing-by GC. We consider quasi-radial orbits for GCs, such to maximise the tidal effects.
As a 'by-product' of this work, tidal tail formation and morphology is analysed and a particular attention is focused on the presence of overdensities (clumps) in the tails. Similar sub-structures have been detected in the two tidal tails of the globular cluster Palomar 5 (Odenkirchen et al. 2001 (Odenkirchen et al. , 2003 , while the presence of tails surrounding many other GCs is strongly suggested by various observations (Lehmann & Scholz 1997; Testa et al. 2000; Leon et al. 2000; Siegel et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2003) . NGC 6254 and Palomar 12 seem to show similar overdensities in their tails, too (Leon et al. 2000) . Various authors attribute the formation of clumps in the tails to strong gravitational shocks suffered by the cluster (Combes et al. 1999) and, in particular, to the tidal effect due to compact galactic sub-structures (Dehnen et al. 2004 ), like molecular clouds or spiral arms. Nevertheless, the mechanisms of their origin and formation is still unclear and deserve an adequate interpretation. More recently, Capuzzo Dolcetta, Di (hereafter CDM) showed that clumpy tails emerge also in GCs moving in a regular 'smooth' galactic environment on both quasi-circular and more eccentric orbits, suggesting that such clumpy sub-structures are related to the local decrease of the stars velocity along the tails (see also . This paper is organized as follows: in Sect.2 the numerical modelization is described, the results are shown and discussed in Sect.3 and conclusions drawn in Sect.4.
The model
We consider GCs as N-body systems moving within a triaxial galaxy represented by an analytical potential (see next Section), including the deceleration due to dynamical friction caused by the field stars. We studied the evolution of a pair of GCs whose center-of-mass (CM) initial conditions were assigned such to put them along very elongated orbits. They start moving on opposite sides respect to the galactic center and oscillate quasi-radially around it, crossing and colliding each other in the galactic center neighbourhood (see, e.g., the upper panel in Fig. 3 ). Both the choice of very elongated orbits and the presence of two clusters were motivated by the wish to study the combined effects of the tidal interaction and of the collisions between GCs. Indeed, when such systems undergo the final stages of orbital decay, GC-GC merging and close interactions are expected to occur.
We dealt with four different types of clusters, named (a) , (b) , (c) and (d) at increasing order of concentration (see Table 1 and Sect.2.2). Their dynamics was modelled in simulation A, that involved the pair of clusters (a) and (b) , and in simulation B that regarded the more compact clusters (c) and (d) . We also considered a further case (simulation C) where the dynamics of cluster (a) , with the same initial conditions as in simulation A, was followed without the presence of the other cluster. This latter simulation lasted less than the others due to CPU-time limitations.
In this paper, unless otherwise specified, lenghts, masses and time are measured, respectively, in unit of the galactic core radius r b , of the galactic mass M b and of the crossing
1/2 . Note that the numerical values in physical units of the mentioned parameters are unrelevant for the results of the simulations, that can be always scaled as long as the ratios t/t b , r/r b , M/M b (with M the total cluster mass) are kept unchanged. This is strictly true only if one can neglect, like in our case, the effects due to 2-body stellar collisions (as discussed in Sect.2.2), otherwise the dynamics would depend also on the mass of the single star in the clusters.
The reference frame was fixed with the origin at the galactic center and the x and z axes, respectively, along the maximum and minimum axis of the triaxial ellipsoid. The cluster CM was initially located on the x-axis: cluster (a) and (c) at x 0 = 3.95, and cluster (b) and (d) at x 0 = −4.15. In all the cases the initial velocity components were (0, 0.05, 0.025).
As regards the computational techniques, we adopted a direct N-body representations for the stars in the clusters, simulating their dynamics by mean of the parallel 'ATD' code (Miocchi & Capuzzo Dolcetta 2002) whose main features are resumed in Appendix B.
The galactic model
We considered the same self-consistent triaxial model described in de Zeeuw & Merritt (1983) and in PCV; the same model was also used in CDM to study tidal tails formation around clusters in absence of df and on not very elongated orbits. It is a non-rotating, selfconsistent triaxial ellipsoid (Schwarzschild 1979) with axial ratios 2 : 1.25 : 1. The potential produced can be expressed as the sum of a spherically simmetric term due to a density following the modified Hubble's law
with r b the core radius and ρ b0 = M b /r 3 b , plus other two non-spherical terms that give the triaxial behaviour, i.e.
with A ≡ 4πGM b and
The coefficients c i have been chosen in such a way to have density axial ratios roughly constant with r (de Zeeuw & Merritt 1983), i.e.: c 1 = 0.06408, c 2 = 0.65456, c 3 = 0.01533, c 4 = 0.48067. We refer to the parameter M b as the galaxy mass, though this model yields a total infinite mass. Actually, M b ≃ 0.45M(r b ) being M(r b ) the mass enclosed in the sphere with radius r b . The force produced by the galactic potential is evaluated analytically and then added to each particle acceleration during the simulations.
With regard to the df, we used the generalization of the Chandrasekhar formula (Chandrasekhar 1943) to the triaxial case (PCV), with a self-consistent evaluation of the velocity dispersion tensor, taking also into account that the GC is an extended object. See Appendix A for details.
The cluster model
As we said, our N-body simulations involved four different clusters. They sample a King distribution, with M the total mass, σ the central velocity dispersion, r t and r c , the tidal and the King radius respectively, c = log(r t /r c ) the concentration parameter and, finally, t c = (r 3 c /GM) 1/2 the core-crossing time. For tidal radius we mean the 'limiting radius' at which the King distribution function drops to zero to model the presence of the external field (King 1966) . The initial values of the parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Each cluster was represented with N = 5 × 10 5 'particles' in the numerical model. The particles were assigned a mass according to a Salpeter's mass distribution (dN/dm ∝ m −2.35 ) in the range 3.3 × 10 −11 ÷ 3.3 × 10 −9 (if, e.g., M b = 3 × 10 9 M ⊙ then this range is 0.1 ÷ 10 M ⊙ ) then, all the particle masses were uniformly re-scaled such to give the desired M. Our simulations start with clusters that have an age less than their internal 2-body relaxation time and are sufficiently massive to have already decayed into the inner galactic regions. For this reason, we assumed no initial mass segregation. In this respect, note that the half-mass relaxation time t rh can be evaluated as (Spitzer 1987) :
where, e.g. for the most compact cluster (d) , t c /t b ∼ 3.7 × 10 −2 (Table 1) . Following Giersz & Heggie (1994), Λ ≃ 0.1N, thus the above written formula gives t rh ∼ 240t b for the system (d) in the numerical model. Since our simulations reached about 40t b , we can say that 'spurious' collisional effects should be always negligible. We say 'spurious' because, of course, such effects are even more negligible for the 'real', physical, clusters. Indeed, if, say, M b = 3 × 10 9 M ⊙ , then cluster (a) , for instance, would have M = 2 × 10 7 M ⊙ ; hence, if the stellar average mass is <m>≃ 0.3 M ⊙ , it would be made up of N = 7 × 10 7 stars, making the real relaxation time even longer than the simulated time.
In Fig. 1 the orbits of the most concentrated clusters, (c) and (d) are plotted, as turned out from simulation B (for which clusters keep always a well defined core). They are quite elongated box orbits and represent the motion of the cluster center-of-density (CD), i.e. the average of the particles positions weighted with the local density instead of the mass (Casertano & Hut 1985) . In most cases, we decided to take the CD as the best suitable reference for that regards the study of the internal cluster properties. Indeed, as we verified, the CM position is strongly influenced by the very extended tidal tails which quickly formed, so to be located even well outside the clusters' core.
Results
3.1. The effects of the tidal shock on the GCs internal structure
The clusters internal 'heating'
In Fig.s 2 and 3 , for each cluster we plot the total internal kinetic energy (K) and the internal gravitational potential energy (U) of that part of the cluster that is enclosed in the sphere centered at the CD with a radius equal to the initial King radius of the cluster itself. 'Internal' means that K is evaluated with respect to the cluster CM, while in U the 'external' potential produced by the galaxy and by the other cluster is not taken into account. Considering the least compact clusters, (a) and (b) , one can note, from Fig. 2 , that the potential energy drops off (whereas K shows an 'impulse') when the clusters pass across the core of the galaxy, in agreement with the fact that their inner part undergoes a violent compression at that moment, as clearly confirmed by Fig. 4 . Afterwards, the potential energy seems to recover its previous level, but not completely because after each core-crossing a certain amount of potential energy is irreversibly lost by the clusters, in favour of some internal 'heating'. All this is true especially for the least compact clusters (a) and (b) , while (c) and (d) models suffer this tidal influence in their external regions only. Note, indeed, the much smaller variations in U and K (Fig. 3 ) and the nearly constant Lagrangian radius of 10% of the mass (Fig. 4) for the most concentrated clusters.
The energy input is due to the tidal interaction with the environment and not to the direct collision between the two clusters, as verified by a careful comparison of the time behaviour of the x coordinate of the CDs and of the energy (Fig.s 2 and 3 ). This is confirmed by the results of the simulation C that involves the presence of the cluster (a) alone, thus excluding any effect due to GC-GC collision. It can be affirmed that, at least within the simulated time, both the energy behaviour and the motion of the cluster show no appreciable difference when it is alone in comparison with the case when it is in a pair.
Note that while the loosest clusters (a) and (b) appear almost destroyed at t 10, when E 0 and the CD oscillation around the galactic center begins to lose its regularity (see Fig. 2 ), the more compact clusters in the simulation B are able to survive the tidal stress (Fig. 3) .
The mass loss
The mass loss of the simulated GCs is due to the tidal interaction with the galactic potential. Indeed, we checked that the same cluster models used in the simulations if evolved at rest and without any external field for a time equal to the time of the simulations, exhibit a mass loss rate (in terms of particles escaping out of the limiting radius) not greater than 1%, presumably due to the (small) relaxation effects.
We quantify the amount of the mass lost adopting various criteria. According to an 'energetic' one, µ E is the fraction of the mass lost made up of the stars whose internal energy -i.e. that due only to the other stars of the same GC and evaluated in the reference frame with the origin at the cluster CD-is non-negative. This criterion is not rigorous because the sign of the individual star energy does not guarantee its 'dynamical destiny'. Another indication of the mass lost from the clusters may be given with reference to observations. Defining as 'lost' those stars that belong to regions where the local GC density falls below αρ b , the choices of α = 1 and α = 0.1 lead to the quantities µ 1 and µ 0.1 as fractions (to the total initial "observable" GC mass) of mass lost from the GC reported in Fig. 5 .
Note that all the escaping criteria give very similar behaviours, especially for the most compact clusters. There is an initial transitory regime, for t < 4, in which all the mass loss curves rise with a slope higher than afterwards (especially µ E ). This is due to the choice of the radius for the initial clusters stars distribution that was larger than the local tidal radius, thus giving rise to an envelope of stars that was so weakly bound to be quickly eroded by the external tidal field.
Then, the mass loss process reaches a regime where all the curves are well fitted by a law of the form µ ∼ 1 − a exp(−t/τ ). In Table 2 the best-fit parameters are given for the various GCs according to the different criteria adopted.
Even if the statistics is poor (only 4 models), nevertheless we quantified a correlation between the King concentration parameter c and τ E (the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient between ln τ E and ln c is 0.992). The best power law correlation (least χ 2 fit) is τ E [t b ] ≃ 14 × c 6.1 .
Density profiles and mass segregation
For the two most compact clusters ((c) and (d) ) in the simulation B, we were able to fit the inner radial density profile with a King distribution throughout the whole simulated time, as shown in Fig.s 6-7 . We also studied the time behaviour of the concentration parameter (c), of the central velocity dispersion (σ) and of the tidal (r t ) and King (r c ) radii for both clusters (Fig. 8) . Four points are of particular interest: i) the GCs remain bound and keep a well defined spherical "core"; ii) the inner part of the clusters tends towards less and less concentrations (see also the bottom panel of Fig. 5 ); iii) c shows wide oscillations coinciding, temporally, with the repeated compressions and re-expansions experienced by the clusters at each passage in the galactic core (see Fig. 4) ; iv) σ appears to be roughly constant. The decrease of the concentration is due to both the growth of the King radius and to the decrease of the tidal radius. The former is caused by the continuous re-virialization of the core as the cluster loses mass, while the latter is a direct consequence of the tidal erosion occurring preferentially in the system outskirts.
In order to investigate possible mass segregation phenomena -not expected to be rel-evant because the simulated time is short in comparison with the 2-body relaxation timewe analysed the evolution of the average mass of stars within three different clusters regions in simulation B: only for cluster (c) in the pair, a rather small increase of the average mass is found (∼ 10% of the initial value) in the inner part, i.e. in the sphere where the cluster included initially 20% of its mass. In the outskirts and in the tails no appreciable mass segregation occurs.
The orbital decay
In the framework of our main scientific motivation, it is important to quantify how fast GCs decay towards the center of their parent galaxy. At this purpose we defined the adimensional quantity
where E orb is the orbital energy of the CD of the cluster, E 0 = E orb (0) and Ψ 0 = −4πGM b /r b is the galactic potential well. If neither dissipation nor 'energy injection' occur, then ξ orb = 1. In Fig. 9 we give the time behaviour of ξ orb for the clusters (c) and (d) , only, because they keep a rather defined core on the whole duration of the simulation. It is interesting to compare the clusters ξ orb (t) evolution with that of two point-masses, moving within the same galactic potential with the same initial conditions of the clusters and experiencing the same df (Fig. 9 ). Note that in the evaluation of the orbital energy of a cluster, the potential energy given by the interaction with the other is not taken into account; as we said in Sect. 3.1.1, the overall evolution of a cluster is not influenced appreciably by the presence of the other GC. Thus, to simplify the comparison, we considered the two point-masses as non-mutually interacting objects. Otherwise, we would have had to smooth the mutual gravitational force with a suitably variable smoothing radius, in order to simulate the variable tidal distortion occurring for the clusters.
We expected a different behaviour between the two cases, mainly because of the tidal interaction with the galaxy, that occurs only in the full N-body case and that, presumably, gives rise to a partial "thermalisation" of the orbital energy among the internal degrees of freedom, resulting in a further form of dissipation. This prediction is confirmed by the energy evolution, in the sense that the rate of dissipation is greater in the case of extended objects than for the two point-masses. The peaks shown by ξ orb are due to the strong acceleration of the clusters CM during their close encounters (the mutual potential energy is not taken into account). To quantify the further frictional effect on the extended bodies, we followed the decay of the point-masses up to the time t dec when ξ orb ≃ 10 −2 , i.e. when their orbit is confined to a region of size comparable with that of a typical GC. This happens at t dec ∼ 400 for both the point-masses. On the other side, from Fig. 9 , we can extrapolate a value of t dec for the N-body systems assuming a constant energy decay rate, as t dec 180 for the cluster (c) and t dec 280 for the more compact but less massive cluster (d) . Actually, these are overestimates, because the energy decay rate is generally increasing with time (see PCV and Capuzzo Dolcetta & Vicari (2004) ).
We must note, however, that the energy dissipation of the clusters depends strongly on the particular way the df is evaluated. Indeed, as described in Appendix A, we used, in the Chandrasekhar formula, the kinematical quantities of the clusters CM that, due to the quick formation of large tails of stripped material, exibits a very rapid decay towards the center, where the density and velocity dispersion of the galactic model have larger values than at the location of the main body (core) of the cluster. Actually, the way to compute and assign the df deceleration to the bodies of a very extended object (like a cluster distorted by the tidal field) is not a trivial issue. As explained in Appendix A, we assume that the 'global' effect of the df is uniformly distributed to every GC star, and that it can be evaluated as if the cluster were concentrated in the CM position with the CM velocity; this is, of course, just a first approximation that can be discussed and improved.
Tidal tails morphology
Tidal tails rapidly form around the clusters and follow closely their orbit (see Fig. 10 ). This tail-orbit alignement has been recently observed for the GC Palomar 5 (Odenkirchen et al. 2001 (Odenkirchen et al. , 2003 and also reproduced in various simulations (Charlton & Laguna 1995; Combes et al. 1999; Dehnen et al. 2004; Capuzzo Dolcetta et al. 2005) . Since the velocity dispersion in the cluster outskirts (where most of the evaporated stars come from) is much lower than the cluster orbital velocity, it is not surprising that, there, stars move on orbits similar to that of the cluster itself, as clearly shown by Fig. 10 . It can be also seen a significant spread of escaped stars around the apocenter of the cluster orbit. This because of the small differences among the velocities of the stars at the moment they leave the cluster become unimportant at the apocenter, where the orbital velocity is very low.
Clumps and ripples formation
In our case, where GCs orbits are quasi-radial, centrifugal and Coriolis' forces are not important in determining the tails shape distorsion investigated in CDM on a sample of less elongated orbits. Nevertheless, we do observe in our simulations the presence of stellar overdensities along the tidal tails, similar to those seen around the mentioned Pal 5 and in the simulations in CDM. The cluster (b) is plotted at various times close to the first passage at the rightmost apocenter in Fig.s 11-12 : apart from the "ripple" formed at the apocenter, it is evident the presence of another clump around x = 3.2 at t = 10.5 (Fig. 12) .
To explain the overdensities found in the tails of the mentioned Palomar 5, Dehnen et al. (2004) raised an hypothesis stating that clumps could be due to the effect of the interaction with Galactic substructures (like giant molecular clouds, spiral arms, dark-matter sub-halos or massive compact halo objects). Basically, their opinion is that small-scale overdensities like clumps can only be built up by the tidal interaction with fluctuations on relatively small-scale of the external gravitational field. On the contrary, the results shown here seem to confirm the findings of CDM, in the sense that in the absence of any small-scale substructure in the overall potential clumps form too, thus suggesting that a further mechanism is at work.
Analysing the local velocity measured along the orbital path and the energy of the stars in the cluster field, we can affirm that both clumps and the apocenter ripple are not gravitationally-bound aggregates but, rather, overdensities due to the local deceleration of the stellar motion, as already verified in CDM and in Di . On the contrary, where the velocity increases towards the direction of the stellar mean motion along the tails, the tails tend to rarefy and an underdensity occurs. The metaphor of the "motorway traffic jam" mechanism used in Dehnen et al. (2004) is effective here, as can be seen in Fig. 13 . The cause of the overdensity is the strong deceleration of the stellar flux immediately on the left of the ripple location (around x = 3.25). Note that inside the cluster the profile of <v x > is nearly flat as expected for a bound (almost rigid) object, while in the ripple region it exhibits a non-zero gradient.
It is interesting to compare a configuration like those shown in Fig. 12 at t = 10.3 and t = 10.5, with the 'arcs' of material observed around the spectacular shell galaxy NGC 3923 (Fort et a. 1986; Pence 1986 ) as well as with the results of the simulations in Hernquist & Quinn (1987 and Heisler & White (1990) . Although different scenarios and lenghtscale are involved, the qualitative features of the debris produced by the tidal interaction of a compact and smaller object with a larger density distribution are rather similar. In particular, sharp-edged structures in form of 'ripples' or 'arcs' are formed when the satellite moves on a very elongated orbit in a regular potential generated by a much more massive and larger object.
To conclude this Section, we give the web address http://inaf.cineca.it/KP/kp4.html where the reader can get animations regarding some parts of the simulation A. The first animation refers to the whole simulation and one can see how the least compact GCs get destroyed. The second animation is a zoom around the apogalacticon, that corresponds to the Figures 11-12 of the sub-structures formation.
Conclusions
In this first of a series of papers we investigated the effects of the central galactic environment on the structure of globular clusters decayed in the inner region because of dynamical friction. Our main concern is to answer the following questions: i) to what extent are clusters able to survive the strong tidal interaction with the galaxy? ii) do they keep their compact structure long enough to permit dynamical friction to dissipate completely their orbital energy? iii) what are the effects of close encounters and collisions between clusters?
The main conclusions of our work can be summarized as follows.
Sufficiently compact clusters (initial King concentration parameter c ≥ 1.2) can survive the tidal interaction with the external fields for, at least, the duration of our simulations, i.e. for 8 passages across the galactic center (t ≃ 40t b , being t b the galaxy core crossing time), while those with c = 0.8-0.9 are almost disgregated after only 2-3 passages (∼ 10-15t b ). The mass loss from the clusters as a function of time follows an exponential law ∼ e −t/τ with τ up to ∼ 70t b for the most compact cluster (c = 1.3). Even if still without a high statistical reliability, we found a correlation between the mass loss time-scale and the concentration parameter that can be quantified as τ ≃ 14c 6.1 . This means that a GC with an initial c 1.6 keeps bound a substantial amount of its mass up to t ≃ 300t b , i.e. up to the complete orbital decaying.
During their evolution, the survived clusters maintain the initial King profile in the inner region, with a decreasing concentration and a constant central velocity dispersion. A small degree of mass segregation occurs at the end of the simulations: the average stellar mass in the central clusters region increases of about 10% of the initial value, but the fluctuations are even larger. The very low level of mass segregation is not surprising, for the half-mass relaxation time is ∼ 6 times longer than the simulated time.
With regard to the orbital decay, we found that the tidal interaction with the field gives rise to a dissipation of the orbital energy with a rate comparable to that given by the df. Thus, besides dynamical friction (included in our simulations), tidal interaction provides a further important mechanism of orbital decaying. This is important for the validity of the nucleus accretion model according to which the nuclear region receives a large amount of mass in form of clusters that have lost their orbital energy (Capuzzo Dolcetta 1993; Capuzzo Dolcetta & Vicari 2004) .
Another relevant finding of this work is that, in the cases considered here, the tidal interaction between the two clusters, even during face-on collisions, produces negligible effects on both their internal evolution and their orbital evolution (at least for t < 40t b ).
All these results indicate that sufficiently massive and compact clusters can survive the disruptive effect due to the strong tidal forces exerted by the central environment. Dynamical friction and tidal dissipation are then able to brake many globular clusters before they are disgregated, so to allow the formation of a dense and massive super-cluster resulting from merging events among clusters. The simulations shown here did not achieve the final merging stage between the objects, because of the limits in the computational resources. In a forthcoming paper, we will present results of a new series of simulations directly regarding the merging among clusters. Indeed, the importance of the present work is also to get physically reliable and realistic initial conditions from which the simulations of the final merging process will start.
A further result of this work concerns the formation and structure of tidal tails. Tidal tails form rather quickly, with a clear tendency to align along the orbital path. They exhibit complex morphology, with the presence of clumps and 'ripples' as those observed around globular clusters and shell galaxies, too. Such overdensities are not gravitationally bound aggregates but, rather, their formation seems to have a kinematical origin, being connected to the deceleration of the stellar 'flux' motion along the tails.
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A. Treatment of the dynamical friction
The effect of braking due to df on globular clusters was followed by the same approach used in PCV. The classic formula developed by Chandrasekhar (1943) for the df deceleration term has been extended by PCV to the triaxial case, in partial analogy with the (Binney 1977) extension to the axysimmetric case, obtaining:
where e i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the eigenvectors of the velocity dispersion tensor of the galaxy stars and V i is the component of the velocity of the baricenter of the GC along the e i axis. The coefficients γ i are (see PCV):
where: ρ(r) is the mass density of background stars, ln Λ is the Coulomb's logarithm, M is the mass of the test object, G is the gravitational constant, σ i is the eigenvalue, corresponding to e i , of the velocity dispersion tensor σ ij evaluated in r, and ǫ i is the ratio between σ i and the greatest eigenvalue, set as σ 1 .
The velocity dispersion was computed and presented by Merritt (1980) for the Schwarzschild ellipsoid, both in the case of a rotating and a non-rotating model. In this paper we considered just the non-rotating model.
For computational convenience, the Merritt's data were fitted obtaining three analytical expressions for the eigenvalues σ 3 < σ 2 < σ 1 atr ≡ |r|/r b : (expressed in unit of GM b /r b ). Analogously, the following fitting formulas for the Euler angles giving the orientation of the local reference frame where σ ij is diagonal were determined: and M 1/2 = M/2 is the cluster half-mass. Indeed, since the GC is not a point-mass, the df is made less efficient by the 'weakening' of the encounters with impact parameters smaller than the size of the object itself, assumed as the half-mass radius (see e.g. Binney & Tremaine (1987) ). Of course, this argumentation is based on the hypothesis that at least the core of the cluster survives to the tidal stress so to make df to be able to continue acting on a compact object with mass ∼ M 1/2 , throughout the whole simulated time. As regards b M we set b M = 10r b . The acceleration given by Eq. (A1) is evaluated at the CM position of the cluster and then added to the accelerations of every particle of the cluster.
B. The N-body approach
The simulations have been performed by means of the code 'ATD' (Miocchi & Capuzzo Dolcetta 2002) . It is a a parallel tree-code that follows, in part, the Barnes & Hut (1986) algorithm. For the potential due to distant 'particles' it uses a multipolar expansion truncated at the quadrupole moment and has been parallelized to run on high performance computers via MPI routines, employing an original parallelization approach. A good resolution in the evaluation of the total gravitational force acting on each star of the cluster is achieved by a direct summation of the contribution given by neighbours. To avoid instability in the time-integration, the 1/r gravitational potential has been smoothed by using a continuous β-spline function for r < ǫ, such to give an exactly Newtonian potential for r > ǫ (Hernquist & Katz 1989 ) and a force that vanishes as r for r → 0. The time-integration of the 'particles' trajectories is performed according to the leap-frog algorithm. This latter uses individual and variable time-steps according to the block-time scheme (Aarseth 1985; Hernquist & Katz 1989) , in addition with corrections we implemented in order to keep the same order of approximation also during the time-step change. Denoting by t c the minimum core-crossing time of our simulated clusters, the maximum allowed time-step is ∆t max = 0.01t c , while the minimum is ∆t min = ∆t max /2 10 , thus fastest particles may have a time-step as small as ∼ 10 −5 t c . To choose the time-step of the i-th particle we found that the best compromise between accuracy and speed in the time-integration is via the formula:
where v i is the velocity of the particle relative to its first neighbour (or to the CM of its closest box), d i its distance from the first neighbour and a i the modulus of the total acceleration of the i-th particle itself.
In all the runs the softening lenght ǫ is set to 10 −5 r b (i.e. 2 × 10 −3 pc if r b = 200 pc), so to have (ǫ 3 /GM) 1/2 ∼ ∆t min . Note that such an ǫ is much smaller than the typical interparticle distance so to keep the overall correct Newtonian behaviour. -From top to bottom: CD motion along x-axis for the pair of (looser) clusters (a) and (b) in the simulation A; time behaviour of the potential (U), kinetic (K) and total (E) internal energy (solid line: model (b) , dashed: model (a) ). Energies are evaluated in the center-of-density frame and they are concerned only with the stars in the sphere with radius equal to the initial King radius of each cluster. For the loosest cluster (a) the energy is plotted up to t ∼ 24 because, afterwards, it is almost destroyed. The case of the cluster (a) evolving alone in the simulation C showed no appreciable differences in respect to the simulation A. Fig. 13 but referring to the time t = 10.5. The position of the GC is marked by the dashed line, while the 'clump' is at the dotted one.
